We atend the semiclassical theory ol spectral fluctuations UI include mmposite systems. These systems are characterized hy mme number of weakly mmmunicaling. highly chaotic subsystems. They mntain new and longer time scales, depending on the mnneding fluxes, in addition to those associaled with the rapid inlernal mixings. The new time scales produce discernible modifications in the nature of the level fluctuations of the corresponding quantum systems. The theory is applied to two coupled quartic cscillators.
Introduction
The asymptotic properties of simple quantum mechanical systems reflect in various ways the nature of their underlying classical counterparts. In recent years, intriguing relationships between spectral fluctuation properties and chaotic classical dynamics have been discovered. The relationships encountered depend strongly on whether the system of interest is bounded as exemplified by the stadium billiard or whether it is open such as the kicked rotor. In the former case, it has been conjectured [l] that for 'sufficiently chaotic' systems, the quantal spectra are extremely rigid, displaying strong level correlations as found in the canonical ensembles of traditional random matrix theory [2]7. Much numerical work and the beginnings of a semiclassical theory [4, 51 support this conjecture. The basic tenet underlying the notion of sufficiently chaotic is that the phase-space energy surface gets rapidly mixed everywhere. In a statistical sense, the phase space is featureless and characterized by a single mixing time parameter 1' which is inversely related to the Kolmogorov entropy (Lyapunov exponent). ' . %e similarities to the featureless nature of the canonical random matrix ensembles are not accidental. On the other hand, the rapidly mixing tenet cannot be applied to open systems. For the quantized maps of timedependent systems, it was first of paramount importance to establish under what circumstances the quasienergy spectrum would be discrete and the eigenvectors dynamically localized [6] , and second to connect the localization length with the classical diffusion rate [7] . From 11 On sabbatical leave from: Depanment of Nuclear Physics, The Weizmann Instilule of Science, Rehovot 76100, Israel. By considering hounded systems displaying dynamical localization, they have studied the transition between having the localization length very small "pared with a system size parameter all the way to the inverse situation. In this paper, we shall add to this progress from a very different tack We shall not assume the existence of a classical diffusion scale, hut rather start from a 'microscopic' picture which has in one limit the diffusion image and in another uniform rapid mixing.
Clearly, requiring a bounded system to be sufficiently chaotic is extremely restric- For convenience, the local mean energy variable can be dropped from the notation ( R 2 ( s l , s 2 ) -R 2 ( r ) , N ( s l , s 2 ) -N ( r ) , etc). Note, however, the fluctuations typically do depend on the region of the spectrum being used for local averaging since some dependence will be due to effects coming from the changing underlying classical dynamics with energy.
One of the best choices for a measure is the variance of the number of levels in a spectral window of width T . Denoted as C2(r), it is simply given by
where the brackets are put in the first line only to underscore the local energy averaging aspect. When considered as a function of T , C 2 ( r ) allows one to infer a great deal from a spectrum mciuding the extent of both ievei repuision and iong-range spectral rigidity. Excluding T = 0, the quantity 1 -b ( r ) has a natural dynamical interpretation as being piopiiitbiid iii the iiie~ii &soa:iite sqiiaie of a paitid irxe of 'uie propapior. ?"ne partial trace is over the vector space spanned by the portion of the spectrum being used in the local energy averaging. This interpretation supposes that the spectral range is narrow enough that the level density is effectively constant. q u a t i o n (2.5) is the most useful form of P ( r ) for the present purposes.
Periodic orbit lheory
We outline how periodic orbit theory can be used to calculate fluctuations by extending Berry's theory of spectral rigidity 141. The essential point is to generalize the sum-rule of Hannay and Ozorio de Almeida [U] and thus provide a semiclassical expression for 1 -b( r ) . lb begin with, the exact density of states, p( E), is decomposed into its average and fluctuating parts. As is well known, the leading average hphayigfiy :e!gt& the nhere y2.e e~e y~ sfiyfzpp %!o~.c 2s
r---"
where r = ( q , p ) is a point in a Zddimensional phase space. In this way, a semiclassical argument lixes the relationship between the physical quantities (1, E) and the relevant scaled variables (7, s). Just as in the preceding section, it will be convenient to continue using ( r , s ) for treating the fluctuations. The oscillating part of the level density, @(A), about its locally smoothed average can be expressed in terms of the semiclassical (Gutmiller) From this starting point, Berry found the periodic orbit expression for the form factor to be with k restricted to positive traversals. He argued that for T << 1, the off-diagonal terms in the sum vanished on local averaging and
The factor 2 in the last form arises from the coherence effect of an orbit with its time-reversed partner (assumiig time reversa! izvariance). ?he sum I( r), implici:!y defined in the second expression above, can be given a representation as an integral.
The form is [15]
I ( T )
where r , is the point to which the dynamics takes ro after a time 7. C~(~~-' ) ( T )
relates to the 2d -1 projections of r on the energy shell. The volume of the energy shell at E is denoted by O( E). The classical interpretation of this expression is that it gives the probability of the ratio of returning to the initial point after the time r and the system being found anywhere in phase space ( l / Q ( E ) ) . This probabilistic interpretation of I ( T ) is the central point of the present paper, since now we can apply statistical concepts to evaluate I ( r ) as long as the time scales involved are longer than the mixing time t', and some phase-space coarse graining is allowed. It is interesting to note that while the quantity I( 7 ) is a classical object, the factor T in equation (2.10) has a quantum origin-it is due to the coherent contributions to the amplitude to stay of points along the periodic orbits. The quantum origin of the factor 2 was explained above. (A detailed discussion of the derivation of equation (2.10) and its applications to a class of solid state problems can be found in [17].)
As a first application, consider a bounded, highly chaotic, and uniformly mixing system. In this case, ergodicity implies that the probability to perform periodic motion for any time larger than the mixing time is uniformly distributed and hence it is l / O ( E ) . Therefore I ( T ) = 1 which reproduces the sum rule [U] . Note that the mixing time T* (the scaled version of the t ' ) cannot be smaller than the shortest periodic orbit's period. This explains why Berry used the period of the shortest orbit as an estimate for T * ( T * may sometimes require a better estimation). Interestingly, only two parameters of the chaotic dynamics were used: (i) the energy surface volume that fixes the relation between the physical and the scaled variables; and (ii) the mixing time T * . It can be shown that the non-ergodic dynamics on short time scales, correspond to non-universal correlations on energy scales which are inversely proportional to r' (saturation). We mention this for the sake of completeness and will deal no more with this aspect [4, IS].
U Smilansky et a1
Writing 1 for I ( T ) in ( 
Compmite systems
The key to treating composite systems is to generalize the statistical arguments for obtaining the behaviour of I( T ) . Consider a system which can be decomposed into N weakly coupled domains in phase space. (One can visualize such a system by considering N stadia connected by small windows.) Denote the phase-space volumes of the individual domains by y , ( j = 1 , . . . , N) and the total volume V = I$.
The flux T~~ crossing from the j t h to the ktb domain determines the coupling strengths of the composite system, i.e. the smaller the flux, the weaker the connection. In the stadia example -yjk is the product of a window's cross section by the mean normal velocity (using the scaled time T ) of crossing trajectories. The transition probability per unit time to go from the jth to the kth domain is yjk/V,. I ( T ) can be decomposed into N contributing components, (2.13) The I j (~) are defined by breaking the integral in equation (2.11) into a sum of integrals each taken only Over one phase-space domain, I$. Using the probabilistic approach developed earlier, the Ij can be interpreted as the probabilities of starting and finishing somewhere in the j t h region after propagating a time T. If one assumes that the mixing within each domain takes place on a much shorter time scale than the mixing amongst the various stadia, one can write a set of linear coupled equations which govern the behaviour of the I, (master equations). Consider the vector * ( T ) whose elements are the probabilities of being found in one of the V, after a time T subject to the initial condition *(O). By choosing the initial condition aj(0) = 1 and all the other components 0, the probability to remain (or staying probability), I j , is equal to the overlap ( * ( O ) , * ( T ) ) .
The master equation for * ( T ) is
where M is a (Markov) matrix whose elements are given by the flux-to-volume ratios Mjj = CTjk/y. 
(2.19)
The behaviour of b( T) now depends on the interplay of T and r. We have (2.20)
In words, for times shorter than the equilibration time, the system's form factor behaves as though the spectrum is composed of two independent GoE spectra superposed randomly. At the other extreme (T much longer than r-'), the system recovers the form factor of a single GOE. Equation (2.19) governs the transitional behaviour as well. This behaviour of the form factor is valid only in the semiclassical b(r)s approach to zero is not properly treated; see the discussion of the crossover time in [4] and note that superposing independent spectra reduces the crossover time by renormalizing T with the density of states. Due to this dilficulty, the small level spacing fluctuations are not expected to be accurately reflected in the theory presented here (even if the semiclassical trace formula itself was capable of handling small spacings).
As a final comment, note that a bounded system composed of a larger and larger number of subsystems must resemble more and more a system with some diffusion length scale with the diffusion coefficient being a function of the connecting fluxes, Therefore, the theory presented here must recover what is known about the (iz)) is a modified Bessel function of the first kind. This is mlid for times such that the diffusion constant multiplied by the time give a length scale shorter than the system's length. Equation (221) 
Application to the quartic oscillator
A good testing ground for this theory is provided by the system of two coupled, quartic oscillators studied by BTU [12] . From their work, we have already available both a long stretch of a quantum spectrum as well as all the classical information required to apply the results of section 2 The Hamiltonian they investigated is One advantage of this system is that the homogeneity of the potential greatly simplifies the classical and semiclassical aspects of the problem since the effect of changing the energy is just a rescaling of the orbits. For example, the classical actions scale as E3I4. The nature of the dynamics is determined by the magnitude of the coupling between the modes, A. When it is zero the system is integrable and as it is decreased toward -1, the system becomes progressively more chaotic. b was introduced to lower the symmetry from that of a square to that of a rectangle, and the adjustable constant a( A) was inserted for reasons of simplifying the quantum calculations.
BTU calculated the quantum and classical mechanics of the case ( A , b ) = (-0.35,~/4) in detail. They obtained to high precision the first 22000 eigenvalues giving the possibility of calculating very accurate fluctuation measures; the large majority of the energy levels were obtained to better than of a mean spacing. The classical dynamics is a little more complicated. The system contains both regular and chaotic regions of phase space. This particular example is approximately 88% chaotic by relative phase space volume and approximately 12% regular. The regular dynamics, not being of interest here, requires a means for removing its effects. BTU made use of the discrete symmetries of the Hamiltonian to classify all the states into a regular or chaotic group; all the tori occur in pairs and a near degeneracy is implied Spectral Jluctuations and transport in phase space 3269 for all the regular states and no others. The eigenvalues corresponding to the regular region (all the quantizing tori) could then be lifted out of the spectrum leaving only those levels associated with the chaotic region; the percentage of eigenvalues removed matched well the 12% expectation.
There are no configuration space barriers in the quartic oscillator as in the example of a string of stadia connected by windows. Instead, there are phase-space mechanisms inhibiting transport in the form of broken separatrices. Each has a turnstiie which aiiows oniy a ihited flux of phase points to cross from one side to the other. An attractive feature of these barriers is the absence of corners or cusps which one often encounters in problems which involve billiards (wave guides). Of all the structure in the chaotic domain, only four barriers introduce time scales significant enough to require consideration for the level statistics. Each of the five subsystems thus implied are determined by defining on which side of the separatrices they are found (for details see [12] ). Seven subregions are delineated in the surfaces of section plotted in figure 1 . However, due to the rapid communication implied by the fluxes, the regions numbered 1 and 2 effectively constitute only a single region, and similarly for 6 and 7. With this taken into account, thc rcspectivc mlumes and fluxes are given in table 1. The spectral statistics will be calculated separately for each symmetry represendesymmetrize the classical system which can be done by placing a hard wall in both the q1 = 0 and q2 = 0 planes. The effect is to reduce the fluxes given in table 1 by a factor four. As viewed 60m the surface of section, one factor two comes from the disappearance of each turnstile's symmetric partner. The other arises because tl!iQ,n hpforc k i n g "bi,ned give a n average hehavjour: rhereforey we ,nesi r, ----o--two should approach a constant somewhere in a range between the errors in b at the two extrema mentioned just above. This is seen to be the case in figure 2.
Discussion and conclusions
The simplest classically mixing systems with a finite phase-space volume achieve statistical equilibrium after a short time independently of the state in which they are initially prepared. The equilibrium distribution is the phase-space invariant measure. We can characterize these distributions by a single parameter-the phase-space volume and the observation that the distribution is invariant under canonical transformations.
This way of describing the equilibrium state of classical& chaotic systems is the direct analogue of describing quantum systems in terms of random matrix theory, where the ensemble is completely determined once the mean level density is prescribed, together with invariance of the measure under appropriate coordinate transformations (the dynamics of the ensembles imply essentially instantaneous complete mixing). The analogy becomes complete through the proportionality of the phase-space volume and the mean level density (equation (2.6)). This analogy is borne out in the semiclassical derivation of the spectral form factor 6 ( + ) (equation (212) It would be interesting to know to what extent the semiclassical theoly given here would be consistent with the leading order asymptotic solution to these ensembles. Assuming this consistency and that the BTU ensembles would lead to banded random matrices for diffusive systems, one would begin to have a dynamical image of the relevance and asymptotic nature of banded ensembles for diffusive systems.
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